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Potterton
bridge problen1

No.6
HIS

rs

ONE

o f a seri es of

problems in play,
T byPottcrton
Terence Reese, which

set

w ill

a ppear each month. The answer
will be given next month.
WEST

EAS1'

+ K 864
+• Q5
. A K J l OG
+ AQ84
+ K J 62
+ 762
+ A 954
West plays Six Diamonds after North
has overcalled in spades. North
leads + Q. How should West plan
the play?
F URTHER PRO BLEM. How can keen
bridge players devote all their
concentration to their game undistracted by chills and draughts and
undisturbed by trips for fuel?

ANS WER. Pick a Potterton boiler for
central heating. And enjoy every
hand in blissful warmth and comfort. A Potterton is effortlessly automatic. For information write to Miss
M. Meredith at 2o-30 Buckho1d
R oad, London S.W. 18. Or phone
her at VANdyke 7202 .

AN SWER TO PROBLEM N O . 5

West can take precautions against
a 4- 1 trump break and a doubleton
heart. He should win the first
heart in dummy, play a club to the
Ace and ruff a club. Now a small
diamond is led from the table. Say
that the defenders win and play a
trump to dummy's Qu<·cn: \•Y l'St
can cross to • Q , ruff a dub, and
return with a diamond ruff to
draw th e trumps.

Potterton Boilers
at t h e heart o f efficient central h eatin g - o il or gas
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Editorial
SWiNGING

COMING SHORTLY

According to Tony Priday in
the Sunday Telegraph, these are
boom times for tournament bridge
in America. Tbe American Contract Bridge League grows in
strength, and that's good for
bridge everywhere.
Jn Britain, too, things are on the
up and up, but we can probably
Jearn from the A.C.B.L. Do we
need more zip? There is no sustained propaga.nda outside this
magazine, and we preach largely
to the converted. Are congresses
prospering? Yc:s, in the counties,
but at E.B.U. congresses the tables
are limited to a convenient number
and customers are turned away.
Is the Master Points scheme a
success? Yes, a. huge success, and
for that reason it merits strong
and imaginative publicity.

This number contains not a
single tournament report. We
will make up next month with full
reports from the European Championship in Beirut, where the
magazine is represented by
Terence Reese and me. Perhaps
also a report from our man in
Istanbul, Peter Swinnerton-Dyer,
who is to take part in a friendly
match between Turkish and British
players after the championships,
which are due to end the day
after this issue appears.
TWO FOR YOUR FRIENDS

A reply-paid postcard is sent
with this issue to readers in
Britain, who are invited to nominate one or two persons for a
free copy of the British Bridge
World.
Please do this right away. Jt
is not much trouble and your
friends will appreciate it. We will
gladly do the same for readers
abroad on request.

METROPOLITAN CUP

Middlesex have resumed their
dominant position in the Home
Counties with lll win in this threecornered event for teams of
twelve. Spearheaded by Rose,
Harrison-Gray and the Sharples
brothers, they scored narrowly
from an array of London nameplayers with Surrey trailing. In
a separate eve10t for " B" teams,
Surrey won from Middlesex and
London.

TRADE ONLY

Harold Franklin has been appointed press officer to the E.B.U.
and he asks bridge columnists in
Britain to send their names and
addresses to him at 4 Roman
Avenue, Leeds, 8.
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DO be difficult
by TER ENCE REESE

Do you reckon that you are a
difficult opponent ? Perhaps you
have never thought about it.
Perhaps you read up the new
conventions and you Jearn about
squeeze play, but apart from the
routine deceptive plays you have
not studied how to be difficult.

In position (2) you want West
to play the King if he has it.
Here, as a matter of fact, the
Jack may be a bette r ca rd. When
a declarer at no trumps plays
early on a combination of this
sort the Queen usually betokens
the AQJ. It is more difficult for
West to hold off the Jack, but
again this is not the main point.
Jn position (3) you play the
Queen. You are simply coming
to hand, and do not want opponents to read you for all the top
cards.
Tn position (4) you play low
to the Queen from fright , hoping
that opponents will not press on
with the suit.
Now is your style and tempo
exactly the same when you make
all four plays? I very much doubt
it. Think for a mome nt of when
you play the defence: don't you
usually receive a distinct impression that a declarer is finessing,
or that he knows the trick is his,
or that he is up to something ?
Players give themselves away
rather more at rubber bridge, no
doubt, than at duplicate, where
tricks are not gathered in the
sa me way. Very few players a re
inscrutable. Work on it. and in

Partly it is a matter of style,
partly of technique. We will take
style first.
You don' t have to be fierce: you
have to be steady and consistent
in your manner when making
plays which are similar on the
surface, different below the surface . Take these four positions :

(I)

XXX

(2)

(3)

X X X

AKQx

XX

A QJ x

KQxx
(4)

XXX

Qx

I n each case you propose to
lead low from the dummy but
with different purpose. In position ( I) you want to ferret out the
position of the Ace. Are you
accustomed to playing the King ?
Ac tually the Queen is a better
card, for if West has Axx he can
hold off the King more safely
than the Queen. Still, this is not
my main point.
6

Duck and no Dinner

particular avoid two pitfalls. One
is the ethical pitfall. lt is, of
course, unethical to play the
Queen from AKQ and then half
wait for opponents to win the
trick. The other is what I think
of as the poke:r pitfall-playing
with extra speed or emphasis
when you are trying a bluff.

Let us turn now to a few technical situations where some
players are more transparent than
others. I am convinced that most
players are too much inclined to
duck when their weakness has
been attacked. Playing 3NT you
meet this familiar situation:
NORTH

There are myriad situations in
defence where tlhe same principle
applies. The opening lead is a
good example. How does the
average player act when contemplating the lead of the 7 from
752 against 3NT? He studies ihe
board (if it be duplicate), goes up
and down his h:and, finally offers
the 7 with am air of foolish
expectancy. Quite different when
he leads the 7 from AJ874. "My
lead?" And out it comes.

864
WEST

EAST

5led

K
SOUTH

A9
Apart from this suit you have
one certain trick to lose; after
that, you will have enough tricks
for game. You can't tell which
opponent will win this side trick.
If one assumes best play by the
opponents, it is obviously correct
to duck the first trick, playing
West for a six-card suit and no
entry. Nevertheless, it is much
better in the long run to win with
the Ace and play on the side suit.
You must hope that West will
have the entry and that the
defender"s suit will be distributed
in this fashion:

Try, then, both to bid and play
at a consistent tempo. The one
occasion when it is entirely right
to take your time is before playing
to the first trick. Remember that
declarer, seeing; two hands in
partnership, has an advantage
over the defenders at the beginning of the play. By the time
fi~e or six tricks have been played,
the defenders rnay know more
about the hand than declarer.
That is why, so far as possible,
declarer should do his thinking
while he has the advantage.

NORTH

864
EAST

WEST

Q 10 X

X X

SOUTH

Ax
7

K J

X

Now West has to consider the
possibility that you started with
AJx, and it may not be at all
clear to him that you can r un
for home unless he lays down the
Queen. (If it were clear, then the
whole conception would be different.) Quite likely he will try to
put his partner in the lead.
I had a similar experience
recently from the other side of the
table. I was East, defending
against 2NT. I won the first
trick and switched to a new suit
which in fact was distributed as
follows:

The new, true classic of bridge
(Guy Romrey in the Doily Telerrop/1)

THE

Edward Arnold Ltd.

NORTH
WEST

E AST

Q 10 9

X

EAST

KJ73

965
SOUTH

A Q 10
At no trumps West leads the 3
and East plays the 9. If the first
side trick goes to East, it will
make no difference whether South
has won the first lead with the 10
or Queen. If South wins with the
10 and West obtains the lead
before his partner, he will not
oblige with another lead up to the
AQ. But if South plays the
Queen at trick 1, then West may
well lead a low card when next
in the lead.
This is the same play in effect:

NORTH
W EST

llo. 6d.

842

Axx

KJ

EXPERT GAME
by Terence Reese

X

SOUTH
XXX

Most declarers, when the 10
was led, would have held up for
a round or two, and everyone
would have known what was
going on. But this declarer won
calmly with the Ace. Twice later
my partner was in the lead, but
he had a fixed idea that declarer
had something like Qxx in the
suit 1 had attacked. So the
defence went completely wrong.

NORTH

75
WEST

EAST

K J 842

96

SOUTH

Concealing Strength
On the other side of the medal
are the plays that conceal strength.
May of these are well known, but
here are a few that are not.

A Q 10 3
West leads the 4, East plays the
9 and South the Q ueen. When
West is next in he will play the
8

King and follow with~ another
lead into the A IO.
Declarer can bring off a similar
coup with K.Jx:

There are many :variations.
Look at the following deal:
South dealer
Loveall
NORTH

NORTH!

• J 10
\? Q64
0 A J 10 6 52
+ K6

4
EAST

WEST

A Q 8 62

10 7 53

SOUTH

KJ9
West leads the 6 and on East's
10 South plays the King. When
West is in he will lead low, placing
his partner with the Jack.
Have you ever held up in a
suit with three ltop winners-and
only three cards?

WEST

EAST

+ 97532
\?A85
0 73
+ 10 8 3

+ K86
\? KJ73
0 K4
• J 7 52

SOUTH

+ AQ4

<:? 10 9 2
0 Q98

NORTH

+ AQ94

K3
WEST

EAST

108652

Q97

South opens 1NT and is raised
to Three. West opens + 3, and
we will say first that the King is
won by the Ace. When East
comes in with 0 K he will have to
turn to hearts, for he will judge
from South's failure to· bold up
the spades that he has AQx or
A9x. Now assume that East is
allowed to hold + Kat trick 1 and
that South's Queen wins the next
trick. East will place declarer
with Q9x of spades and will continue the suit when he gains the
lead.

SOUTH

AJ 4
Say that this suit is spades and
that you are wid'e open in another
suit, hearts. You have to take a
critical finesse towards East in
diamonds. If you head the Queen
of spades with the Ace at trick 1,
then East will know that he bas
to try something different when
he gains the lead in diamonds.
What happens if you hold off the
Queen and win the return with
the King? Surely East will persist
with the suit, in1agining that his
partner holds five to the Ace and
has read declarei' for JIOx.

Scrambling the Signals
Another way of being difficult
is by choosing the right low card
9

when opponents are looking for
signals. First, avoid over-emphasis.

would like to see the Ace played
on the first round. Assuming that
opponents play normal signalspetering from a doubleton or
from four cards-the 6 is the
better card to lead. When West
plays the 5 and dummy the Jack,
East may wonder whether his
partner has begun a bloodless
peter from 10952. Another possibility with the same combination:

NORTH

J9
WFST

EAST

AK6

753
SOUTH

Q 10842
This suit has been concealed
by the declarer at no trumps, and
at some point West leads the King.
East, perforce, plays the 3. Many
South players would drop the
8 or 10. That simply allows West
to wonder what has happened to
the 4. If his partner has it and is
trying to encourage, why hasn't
he played the 4 rather than the 3?
The right card on these occasions is always the one just above
that played by the defender. If
South plays the 4 here, West may
hope that East has Q1032 or
10832.
More delicate are the plays
that make it difficult for opponents
to read one another's signals to
show length. This is one example:

NORTH

KQJ743

EAST

A7

A 10 9 8
SOUTH

If the 2 were led, East would
know that his partner's 5 was not
the beginning of a peter, so it
would have to be a singleton.
When the 6 is led , East has a
guess.
When declarer hopes to steal
two tricks there is a technique to
follow, as appears in this diagram:
NORTH

K J 10 7 5
WEST

EAST

964

A82
SOUTH

KQJ843
10 9 5

EAST

5

62

NORTH
WFST

WJ:ST

Q3
Here South bas no side entry
to dummy and would like to be
allowed to make two tricks. The
only play to give him a chance is
to overtake the Queen and retum

SOUTH

62
Playing a suit contract, the
trumps having been drawn, South
10

the 10. From East's point of
view, South might hold Q96 and
West 43. The U!sual technique in
such positions is to lead the
higher card from hand as here, .
and to make the next lead from
dummy.

Craiglands Hotel, llkley

Ilkley Congress
in aid of

St. Dunstan's

In contrast, West cannot be
put to a guess unless he holds
four or five cards headed by the
Ace and cannot be sure whether
his partner haB a singleton or
doubleton.

Entries to: D . PEARSON,
Dinorben, Clifton Road,
Ilkley, Yorks,
(£2 full congress)

NORTH

K J 10 7 5
WEST

EAST

A 9 64

82

26th to 28th October

SOUTH

able to judge that this is not the
lowest of three. South does best
to lead the 2, therefore, and then
East will have to determine
whether partner's 6 is from 1076
or from 63. If the adverse distribution is 3-2 this is the only way
in which an observant foe can be
put to a guess.
In addition to these special
situations, you should scramble
the signals when moving from one
band to the other. Suppose you
are crossing to dummy's AKxx
from 632 in the closed hand: if
you lead the 3, neither opponent
will know whether his partner is
starting a peter.
A difficult subject to master;
but if you master it, you will
surely be difficult.

Q3
If you judge this to be a possible
lie of the cards you must play the
second round from South. Then
West may place you with Q32.
A different routine is called for
when declarer holds three cards
opposite five and wants an opponent to play the Ace prematurely.
NORTH

K QJ94
WEST

EAST

63

A85
SOUTH

10 7 2
Now if South plays the automatic false card of the 10 or 7
he spoils his own chance. West
will play the 6 and East will be
11

Never Bid Diamonds
by BARBAROSSA

A good deal of pompous nonsense has been, is being, and will
no doubt continue to be written
about bidding. I do not propose
to add to it. What follows is
worth reading, so read it, even if
you do not understand it. You
may learn something. You may
give up bridge. Either way I
shall be delighted .
I shall start with three elementary bidding problems:(I)
KJ

+

eluded diamonds, I can only say
" Give it up while there's still
time."
Look at the first hand and ask
yourself whether you expect to
buy the contract after partner has
passed. Obviously you don't. So
bid something to help the oaf
opposite to find the right lead for
a change. Your work will not be
wasted, even if he is not on lead.
North dealer
Game all

\?A 2

NORTH

0

+ A6543
<:? QJ73
0 Q54

IO 8 7 6 3
+ A J 10 4
Game all; after two passes.
K 54
(2)

+

\? 176
0 AK843
+ 94
Opponents vulnerable; after two
passes.
(3)
• QJ5
\? K 3
0 97542
+ A62
Neither side vulnerable; partner
deals and bids One Spade, next
hand passes.
The answers, obvious to a
thinking player, are ( I) One Club;
(2) One Spade; (3) Two Clubs.
To anyone whose answers in12

WEST

•
\?
0
+

.5

Q8
K98654
KJ9
87

EAST

•

IO 9 7 2

<:? 10
0 A2
+ KQ9632

SOUTH

+ KJ
\?A 2
0 10 8 7 6 3
+ A 110 4
The bidding actually went:SOUTH

t+

tNT
No

WEST

1\?
No
No

NORTH

EAST

No

No
No
No

I+

3NT

North's bidding was forward
but he knew that I was a good
player and that the opponents
were, and are, ntumbskulls.

North dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

+8

<:? Q 10 8 4 3
0 Q 65 2

West led the Queen of spades,
and East fortumately had the wit
to play an encouraging card. I
played a low heart from hand,
and, simulating the most intense
thought, West played low and
dummy's Queen won.
Some
players would now have led the
diamonds from the wrong hand
but in fact I led from dummy to
the 10 and Jack. West continued
the spades, and after winning the
trick with the Jack I deliberately
paused in order to allow the
opponents to gl:are at each other.
I then played a diamond to
dummy and Wes t threw down the
King as if it were a personal
enemy. He soom bad another one:
East.

+ A86

1+
No

No
No

EAST

No
2\?

No
No

\? AK95
0 10 7
+ Q72

<::?2
0 J9

+ 110632

+ K J 10 53

SOUTH

+ K54
\? 176

O AK84 3
+ 94
West, of course, did a lot of
squirming and hesitating during
the auction but that sort of thing
doesn't go down on the score
sheet when I'm at the table. Partner managed to make eight tricks
and we sat back while the opponents wrangled over their lost
game.
Now look at hand three. A
gambler would bid 2NT. A
knucklehead would count up his
points five times and then bid
Two Diamonds. There is no
excuse for this. One does not
expect to play in diamonds unless
partner can bid them. The only
question is: spades or no trumps.
And if it's going to be no trumps,
let's give West all the help he
needs to find the wrong lead.

(see next column)
NORTH

EAST

+ AQ97

Now look at the second hand.
I t must be apparent to the meanest
intelligence that if opponents have
any kind of fit in the majors the
suit will break well for them. So,
don't let them find their fit. Bid
intelligently, as I did when I held
the band at rubber bridge.

SouTH WFST

W FST

13

Now I can hear the alert young
minds saying to themselves "So
what? A few routine psychics
which happened to pay off," and
turning on to One Hundred Up
or some such trivia. While they
are away, just consider this.

When I played the hand myself,
the opponents scaled a peak of
idiocy remarkable even by their
standards.
North dealer
Love all

NoRTH
+ AK62
~ A974
0 KJ
• 10 4 3
WEST
EAST
• 987 3
• 104
~ Q 10 6 2
~ J 85
0 10 8 6
0 AQ3
• QJ 8 5
+ K97
SOUTH
• QJ5

South dealer
Love all

NORTH
• 93
~ A974 32

08
• J972
WEST
+ AQJ87
~ J 10 8 6 5
07

~K3

+ tO 3

0 97542
+ A62
NORTH EAST
SOUTH WEST
No
I+
No
2+
No
2~
2NT
No
3NT
No
No
No
West started off with the imaginative play of the Ace of
diamonds which East, another
imaginative idiot, encouraged.
This paved the way for the continuation of the Queen of diamonds on which East unblocked
with the 10. I played the diamonds off slowly enough to give
the opponents time to savour
their own folly, so they both discarded clubs and I made Six. A
pity it wasn't match points.

EAST
• 10 4 2
~0 AQ10432
+ Q854

SOUTH
+ K65
~ KQ

O KJ965
+ AK6
SOUTH WEST
I+
I+
No
2~
No
No

NORTH EAST
No
20
No
2+
No

Characteristic of rubber bridge
is East's selfish bid of Two Diamonds in an effort to steal from
his partner a hand which obviously
ought to be played in spades.
North led his diamond and West
saw that a cross-ruff would probably give him an easy eight tricks.
He ruffed a second diamond low
14

South dealer
Love all

and the expression on his face
when North over-ruffed was worth
seeing. A club went to the King
and a trump was returned to
declarer's eight. Next came a
heart ruff, a diamond ruff, a
second heart ruff and a small club
from dummy. I played low and
partner won and returned a club,
forcing declare1r's last trump but
one. Declarer took his Ace of
trumps but lost the rest of the
tricks for one down.
Now see what happens if
South opens One Diamond, and
West bids One Spade which East
raises to Two. South is bound to
lose on the ha.nd : another bleat
from him and North is in Four
Hearts doubled, costing 500; a
judicious pass, and West makes
eight tricks b)/ finessing spades
twice, taking one heart ruff, and
end-playing South with a heart.
(see ne:xt column)
A final triumph for my methods:
SouTH WFST
NoRTH EAsT
No
I+
No
INT
No
3NT
No
No
No
Indeed that was the bidding.
West hesitantly led the King of
clubs and then switched to the 10
of hearts which went to South's
Queen. A spadle finesse lost to the
Jack, and the Jack of clubs held
the next trick, to East's mounting
fury. A third 1round of clubs was
played and the Ace of spades then

NORTH
K 10 9 8

+
~

K842

0 76
.

A96

WFST

EAST
• 7 53 2
+ AJ
~ 109 6
~ AJ7 3
0 J 10 8 3
0 94
• K Q 102
• J 53
SOUTH
• Q64
~Q5

OAKQ52
• 874
forced out. East could have taken
his Ace of hearts at once to beat
the contract, but he was in no
hurry. He hoped to make two
hearts, and there might be time
to set up a diamond trick.
Declarer won the diamond return,
played a third spade on which
East threw a heart, and a fourth
spade. East contemplated this at
length but I did not try to hurry
him. After all, he needed time to
work out that he could spare a
diamond unless I had originally
held five to the Ace, King, Queen,
obviously impossible on the bidding. Finally he got there and
threw a dia_m ond, so I was able to
spread my hand and remark "That
was worth waiting for."
As I say: "Never bid diamonds."

1.
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Those Big Blue Eyes
by RONALD CROWN

I thought it wasn't at all a bad
auction. Perhaps I was influenced
by the fact that they were both
good lookers.
WFST

EAST

. K2

• 73
\/9532
OAQ5
. K 7 32

\/AKQJ64
0 874
. A5
WFST

1\/

2\/

South's Ace, and the 8 of hearts
was returned and won by North's
10.
With sinking heart I stopped
the play and gently asked the
declarer why she had allowed an
opponent to win a trump trick.
The petulant reply was that she
was only doing what I had told
her to do. Rather nervously, and
hoping that the head of the school
had not overheard, I asked for a
fuller explanation. "On the last
hand you told me that second
hand plays low. That's what I
did here." I hurriedly explained
that the rule was rather flexible
and should not be followed too
rigidly, adding that in the present
instance it would probably be
better to win the trick and draw
the other trump. So the last
trick was recovered and play
went on from there. I escaped
to the men's room and mopped
my brow.
When I returned it seemed
that the game bad not progressed
very far. Blue Eyes had drawn
two rounds of trumps, as instructed, and had cashed King of
spades, Ace of clubs and King of
clubs. As I watched she proceeded to play the Ace of dia-

2.

EAST

No
The final contract was in the
right suit, the partnership had
not got out of its depth and the
declarer, a charming young thing
with big blue eyes, was quite
likely to experience the thrill of
making a contract.
We were in the second lesson
of an intermediate class and so
we stopped to discuss the bidding.
I repeated some of the basic
theory which seemed momentarily
to have slipped their minds, and
we all agreed that a better auction
would have been:
WEST

EAST

1\/
4\/

2\/

No
In Four Hearts, then, the play
proceeded as follows: the Queen
of spades was led and won by
16

monds followed by the five of
diamonds away from the Queen.

I was delighted; here was a
good hand on which to put our
I stopped the play and asked discussions on slam bidding into
if she could see: any possibility of practice. It took me some time
not losing two tricks in diamonds. to persuade them that it was
After some thought she triumph- quite safe to bid up to Six Clubs.
antly exclaimed "Of course, I The idea of bidding a grand slam
should have k:d the Queen of in clubs or no trumps was rejected
diamonds." "Elut someone would as far too dangerous and in any
take that with the King," I case, I was told, the play to make
replied. A longer, puzzled pause all thirteen tricks would be too
and then: "Weill, it's impossible." difficult for them.
I s uggested that iit might be achieved
The opening lead was a trump
if the King ofdiamonds was on her and at that moment I was called
left; by playing the suit from her back to Blue Eyes' table. Behand she could win two tricks. lieving it safe to leave the play to
"Oh yes, how siiJy of me, we had the pupils, I murmured "Draw
a lecture on that, hadn't we." I trumps and then throw away
restored the diiamond trick and your losers on the good diatold them to carry on. Where- monds." Returning about five
upon Blue Eyes trumped her way minutes later, I was asked by one
back to hand with a club and led of the defenders how much he
a diamond; w'hen the hand on should score for one down vulnerthe left played small, she immedi- able. I enquired in a weak voice
ately put up the Ace of diamonds what had happened and the
from dummy. " Why did you do declarer bitterly complained that
that?" I groaned. " Well, he she had followed my instructions
didn't play the King, did he?" she to the letter. "I drew trumps and
then entered dummy and played
flashed back.
my diamonds, on whjch I disA little later the same evening
carded all my little clubs, but at
in a slightly more advanced class
the end I still had to lose a spade
the following hand was dealt:and a heart. I knew it was too
dangerous to bid a slam," she
W EST
EAST
concluded .
• 7 64
+ AK9
<v> Q 4
<v> AlO
The hand for which I had been
0 A K Q J 10 0 54
recalled to Blue Eyes' table bad
+ K86
+ AQJ432 presented her with an insoluble
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problem. She was defending a
contract of 3NT and in some
curious way she was left with the
unusual holding of the 2 of hearts
and the 3 of spades as her last
two cards. At this stage the
Queen of clubs was led from
dummy and she was not sure

which to discard. Mter studying
the problem for a few moments I
enquired, " Do you think it will
make any difference?" She lifted
her beautiful blue eyes to mine
and whispered, "You never can
tell at this game." How right she
was.

There Ain't No Justice
by FREDERI C LEWIS

The calmest and fairest people
can get ruffi.ed at the card table.
A certain play is made, correct in
theory, fatal in practice, and the
player blames his partner if it
goes wrong. There is an abortive
argument and it is not until much
later, after calm reflection, that
one sees what really happened.

In a recent rubber South was 40
up in the first game and opened a
shaded strong I NT.
North
scratched up a raise to 2NT and
the opening Lead was the Jack of
hearts, dummy playing the King
and East the nine. When the
King held, South sighed with
relief and led the . Queen of diamonds which also held the trick.
How now? I suppose a case
could be made for carrying on
with the diamonds, but the declarer thought differently. He
knew that West was a studious and
tricky player, and took the view
that the King of diamonds was
being held up. So South turned
his attention to the spades, and
led small to the King, losing to
West's Ace. The fortunes of
battle were changing. West'cashed
Ace of hearts and led a heart to
his partner's Queen, and when

NORTH

• Q 10 8 2

\? K 2
OQJ763
+ 76
WEST

EAST

+ AJ
\?A J 10 54

• 97 65
<:? Q 9 6
<> 9 5
• Q J 10 5

0 K 84
+ 43 2
SOUTH

+ K43

<:? 8 7 3\
0 A 10 2

+ AK98
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say that the contract would have
been beaten if his partner had
unblocked the hearts. Assuming
no block, West would cash his
hearts when in with the Ace of
spades, and East would be suicidesqueezed in the black suits. This
would be the position before the
last heart was played:-

East returned t.he Queen of clubs
it was clear (apart from West's
grimaces) that the hearts had been
blocked. South won with Ace
of clubs and, when the Jack of
spades appeared on the second
round of that suit, declarer was
assured of victo,ry.
Winning on the table with the
Queen of spades, he led a diamond to the A,ce, took the King
of clubs, and exited with a club.
East could malke his club tricks
but then bad to concede two
spade tricks to the table, and
South made his contract of 2NT
by way of three: spade tricks, one
heart, two diamonds and two club
tricks. After tihat the argument
started-! mean the argument
about the heart block, and East
came in for a roough time and was
duly repentant.

NoRTH

• Q 10 8
~-

0 J7
. 76
WFST

EAST

+J

• 976
~-

~4

09

0 K8
.

432

.

QJ 10

SOUTH

• 43
~0 A 10
. AK9

What nobody saw at the time
was that once the declarer had
been allowed to win a trick with
the Queen of diamonds the contract could not be beaten unless
West, when in with the Ace of
spades, had at once put his
partner on play with the Queen
of hearts to lead a second diamond. That, of course, would have
been a most implausible defence ,
quite apart from the fact that it
ran counter to 1West's purpose in
ducking the Queen of diamonds.
But, anyway, W'est was wrong to

On the lead of the fifth heart,
both dummy and East can throw
diamonds. But, whatever black
suit comes next, either North or
South wins and then the play of
the Ace of diamonds squeezes
East.
AU the damage was done by
West's weU-meant but ill-judged
hold up of the King of diamonds.
But there ain't no justice, and the
wretched East meekly bore the
brunt for blocking his partner's
suit.
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The Ghost of a Chance
t

by ALBERT DORMER

One of the things about rubber
bridge is that you can try an
occasional long shot at a remote
target. At duplicate the following
hand would have been less
dramatic.
• QJ
cy K J 10 9 7
<>54
+ AKI03 .
You have a weak and volatile
partner, hungry opponents. You
are a game up- a doubtful advantage-and in response to your
One -Heart opening partner says
2:NT.
Don't say No Bid on the ground
that Jack the Ripper opposite will
butcher the play. Perhaps he will,
but some hands don't involve skilful card play and this may be an
example. Very likely 3NT is an
open and shut case, for better or
for worse, but in the circumstances
it would be reasonable to bid
Four Hearts instead.
Remember too that when the
enemy outgun you in terms of
skill it is better to win or lose the
rubber quickly. Death or Glory
should be the maxim, provided
you are hopeful of not being
doubled: And if you jump to
Four Hearts here no one will

know how much you have in
reserve.
If, on the other hand, you pass
2NT, you may make a part score
but later in the rubber you are
liable to be carried out on a
stretcher while the band plays
Hearts and Flowers.
So you judge to bid Four
Hearts but left-hand opponent
has evidently been reading your
thoughts, for be doubles. Partner
ponders, doubtless contemplating
a rescue to Five Diamonds, and
you die a thousand deaths. But
eventually he passes, the Queen of
clubs is led, and he puts down a
reassuringly orthodox dummy.
WEST

EAST

• QJ
'VKJ I097
<> 54
+ AK 103

'V 8 6 3
0 A Q 10

+ A6
+ J8652

The best play at trick two is not
easy to see but you can't trance
for long at rubber bridge so you
try the King of hearts. North
wins and there is a disappointment, for South discards the I 0
of spades. North duly returns a
spade, the 7.
Prospects are poor. With
offside you are certainly going
down if the Queen of clubs was a

+K
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singleton. If the lead was from
+ Qx you are still badly placed,
for North will hold off until the
third round of trumps, then force
you with spade:;.
Suppose you. put North with
two black doulbletons. You can
stop the force by ducking the first
spade but them South returns a
club; North wins the third round
of trumps, puts: you on the table
with a diamond, and you cannot
come to hand to draw trumps.
Anyway, you would have heard
from South in the bidding if he

WEST

. Q
<y> J 10 9

0-

.6
EAST
<y>S

0-

• J86
+ IO
Having lost only one trick, you
put South in with the spade and
table your cards. He has to give
you a ruff and discard on which
you throw your last club, and you
concede a trick to North's Queen
of trumps. The cash register is red
hot as you add up the rubber and
leave partner with mutual expressions of goodwill.
A lucky hand? Yes, but unless
your bidding is really out of this
world you will seldom find that
there is no play at all for a freely
bid contract. Here are some more
rubber bridge hands where the
declarer has to look for the ghost
of a chance.

held7~2.

At duplicate you must play for
one down and, other things being
equal, you shoUtld do the same at
rubber bridge. But East is very
unequal and if you don't get the
rubber now you may wind up
giving I.O.U.s for Christmas presents. Can you see the ghost of a
chance?
On North's 7 of spades, put
up the Ace and c:ome to hand with
a trump; North must duck this,
otherwise you have control. Finesse 0 10 and--Jet joy be unconfined-it holds. Continue with a
club to the Kimg, a second diamond finesse, and the Ace of
diamonds on which you discard
0 0 0?
No, not the Queen of spades
but a club. The position then
becomes:-

No. 1
South dealer
Game all

EAST
WF.ST
. KQ532
• 10 6
<y>AQ
<y>973
0 7632
0 AKJ4
+ AQ42
+ 95
SOUTH WF.ST
NORTH EAST
No
No
10
3NT
No
2NT
No
No
No
No
North leads the 10 of diamonds
on which South plays the 5. How
should West plan the play?

I.
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Solution
1. With the high cards marked
by the opening bid, West must
play for three spade tricks and the
club finesse. But if a spade is
played to the King, South will
duck and there will not be enough
entries to dummy.
The first round of spades must
be conceded; then the King can
be put up on the second round
and the suit cleared. North, however, must not be allowed to win
the first spade for be will switch
to a heart.
Dedarer should lead the I 0 and
run it if North is unable to cover.
The contract is made if South has
the King of clubs and precisely
AJx of spades.

it may be possible. to ruff out the
clubs for a diamond discard.
From the play to the first trick
it is clear that a four-two club
break must be catered for. This
means entering dummy first by
finessing the 7 of spades, then with
the I 0, keeping the Ace of hearts
for re-entry when trumps have
been drawn.
No. 3
South dealer
East-West vulnerable

EAST

+ 107
<;:? A
OQJ863
+ J7532

WEST

<;:?A63
0 983
+ AJ

K 872
<;:? KQ854
0 A J IO
+ Q

SOUTH

W EST

+

NORTH

EAST

3+
3+
No
4NT
No
5+
No
6+
No
No
No
North leads the King of diamonds, dummy wins and South
plays the 4. A small spade is led
to the Ace and both defenders
follow small. A spade is led to the
King and South discards a club.
How should West continue?
Solution
3. West must play to discard
two diamonds on dummy's hearts
but be can succeed only if North
has to follow to four rounds of
hearts. In this event the suit cannot be run unless South has the
singleton 9, 10 or Jack. The Ace
of hearts must be played first and
the 8 finessed on the next round.

No.2

+ AKQJ962
<;:?KQ5
07
+ A4

EAST

+ A 10 9 5 3

West dealer
Game all
WEST

WEST

EAST

2+
30
4+
6+
No
North leads the King of clubs
on which South plays the 9. How
should West plan the play?
Solution
2. The best hope is to duck the
opening lead. If North continues
22

Below we produce tlhe August problems.
Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAsT

••

?
South holds:+ AQJ964 <y>AKQ6 085 + 3.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, JNorth-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:Sourn
WEST
NORTH EAST
I+
No
I+
No
2+
No
2<y>
No
?
South holds:+ Q <y>KJ2 OK7 + KQJ09532.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Match - point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:Sourn
WEST
NORTH EAST
l 'V
1+
INT
30
No
?
South holds:+ KJ053 <y>J9 010532 + KQ7.
What should South bid ?
Problem No. 6 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding bas gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
No
No
2<y>
No
3NT
No

••

?
South holds:+ K83 <y>AJ10982 0765 + 7.
(a) Do you agree with South's response of Two Hearts?
(b) What should South bid now?

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
I. M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gooe:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
J+
No
No
l'V
?
South holds:+ AQIOS <v>- OK74 + AKQJ43.
(a) Do you agree with South's opening bid of One C1ub? If not, what
alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the
has gooe:SouTH
WEST
N ORTH
2\7
No
2+
?
South holds:+ 95 'VAKQJ105 OKS +
What should South bid?

Problem No. 4 (J 0 points)
Rubber bridge, love all and both
sides have a 60 part-score, the bidding
has gone:Sourn
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
J+
D b I.
2<y>
?
South holds :- ·
+ A72 'V986 OA95 + 10987.
What should South bid?

P roblem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game a ll, the bidding
has gooe:Sourn
WEST
NORTH EAST
lNT
No
3NT
No
No
No
South holds:+ K10874 <y>Q72 OAJ7 + QS.
What should South lead?
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bidding
WEST
No

AQJ.

Hands of the Month

Middlesex Inter-Club Trophy
Love all

South dealer

• QJ 7 5
<y> 10 7 2
OQ973
. 76

+ AIO
<y>AKQ3
0 A J 10 4
. AQJ

+

E3

K964
<y>J96

0 K2
. K542

• 832
<y>854
<> 8 6 5
• 10 9 8 3
New A col Club N-S
NORTH
SoUTH WEST
Saunders

Abrahams
Mrs.
Honpyball

EAST

Heston B.C. N-S.
SOUTH
WEST

NORTH

EAST

Mrs.

R.lngram

Hinkes

Mrs.
Nunes

Mountain

No
No
2NT
2+
No
6NT
No
No
No
+ IO Jed. 12 tricks. 990 to E-W.

SOUTH

WEST

Nunes

Senk
W.H. Taylor

NORTH

EAST
Camp/in

No
No
3NT
2+
No
7NT
No
No
No
+ 10 led. 12 tricks. 50 to N-S.

No
No
No
No
No
+ 10 led.
SOUTH

Rosse

2+
3~

5NT
7NT

No
No
No
No

3+
4~

6+
No

13 tricks. 1,520 to E-W.
WEST

NORTH

EAST

Crown

Afrs.
Taylor

Stadlen

lgguldcn

3NT
No
I+
2+
No
6NT
No
No
No
+ IO led. 13 tricks. 1,020 to E-W.

The best auction by far was the simple one conducted by Mrs. Honeyball and
Mrs. Mountain: 2+ -2NT-6NT. Mrs. Nunes' Three Club bid was, I think, the
weak point in her auction and her partner cannot be blamed for pressing on to
7NT in the belief that clubs would yield at least five tricks.
A dealer's psychic at equal vulnerability is a risky weapon. It failed to gain at
the fourth table in spite of being well-timed.
In the play the thirteenth trick depended on finding () Q and standard technique
is to try for a clue to the distribution by running all the clubs and hearts. North is
found to hold eight cards in spades and diamonds compared with his partner's
six, and the diamond finesse should, therefore, be taken against North.
24

by Ronald Crown

New Acol Club v. Heston B.C.
North dealer

East-West vulnerable

• A 10 3
\? Q 3
0 J6
• 10 9 8 6 54

E3

• J 52
\?9654
0 A 3,
. AJ72

. KQ874
\?A 8 7
0 Q72
. Q3

t

'

t

,

• 96
\? K J 10 2
0 K 10 9 8 54
. K

New Aco/ Club N-S.
SOUTH WEST
NORTH
Saunders

W.H.
Taylor

Abrahams

He:~ton

EAST
C amp/in

SOUTH

B.C. N-S.
WEST

R. btgram

NORTH

EAST

Hink~s

Cro wn

Stadlen

No
2+

10
No

NORTH

EAST

lggulden

Mrs.

No
10
INT
No
1+
2+
No
2NT
No
30
No
No
No
+ Kied. 10 tricks. 130 to E-W.

1+
2+
No
No
OA led. 9 tricks. 140 toN-S.

No
2+

No
No
No
1+
No
No
+ 2 led. 6 tricks. JOO to E-W.

SOUTH
SOUTH

WEST

Nunes

M rs.
Senk
Honeyb<t/1

Mountain

No
10
2.
No
J+
2+
No
No
O A led. 8 tricks. 110 toN-S.

WEST

NORTH

EAST
Mrs.

Rosse

Mrs.
Taylor

Nunes

The remarkable thing here is that three East players considered that they had
been dealt the material for an opening bid. The One Diamond opening rebounded
at two of these tables, where West quite naturally led the suit against a spade contract
and so facilitated the declarer's task. By contrast, at the table where East did not
open the bidding the contract was defeated by repeated trump leads.
At the fourth table West's action in bidding no trumps twice with no guard in
the enemy suit is a. tactic which should be noted but not imitated. As it happened,
his partner's rescue~ netted a plus score for their side.
The final result was a win for the New Acol Club by 50 I. M.P.
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Doing ,What Comes Naturally
by A. HUTCHlNSON

"I don't believe you

heard

NORTH

+

a single word," said my wife

A 95
<V> 865

reproachfully.
"Eh? Oh! Yes, of course I
have."
"What did I say then?" she
challenged suspiciously.
1 made what proved to be a
lucky shot.
"You were talking again about
that hook you want me to put
up."
"Well, I cam't do it myself
because the wall needs plugging,
and it must be nearly a month
since I first asked you."
" I was just giving you time to
change your mind as to the
position," I explained.
"A likely story! As though I
would! How about it now?"
"Presently pe rhaps, but first
come and look at this deal from
yesterday's pairs."
"I don't thinlk I want to just
now."
I stared at her in astonishment.
This was tantamount to mutiny
and required immediate attention.
"Come along now,'· 1 said
sternly.
"No, not just now."
"Then I'll do that job."
"Oh! all right.."

0 K76
•

K 10 4 3

WEST

EAST

• QJ 3
<:V> AQ7
0 J 10 8 2
• 962

• 8764
<V> K 1042
0 53
85

•o

SOUTH

+K

102
<:V> J 93
0 A Q94
• AJ7
" I sat South. After my opening
bid of I NT bad been raised by
partner to 3NT West led the
Jack of diamonds and I settled
down to study the hand. As you
can see, I had seven tricks on top
and an eighth could readily be
set up in clubs; indeed, if I caught
the Queen and the suit broke
well, I had my game, but, if I
guessed wrongly and the enemy
switched to hearts 1 should be
down. I bated the idea of risking
all on an immediate finesse;
besides, if the clubs divided fourtwo I might then have eight tricks
only, even with a successful finesse, and there would be little
chance of a ninth. So it seemed
27

to me that this might well be a
suitable occasion for practising a
little deception."
"Doing what comes naturally
to all men," she murmured provocatively.
So I took the first trick with
dummy's King," I continued,
refusing battle, "and led the five
of hearts. East played the four
and my nine brought the Queen
from West. With no attractive
lead he switched to clubs and
East' s Quee n was headed by my
Ace. Two more rounds of clubs
followed to reach this position:-

heart might give the show away
so I decided on the two of spaces.
East had already played the four
of spades and West, after some
thought, parted with the seven of
hearts. Since my nine of hearts
had drawn his Queen and the
eight was visible in dummy it
seemed likely that he now held
either the Ace or the King bare,
with 108x in diamonds and three
spades to one or both the missing
honours. I therefore played a
small heart from each hand,
throwing him in with his Ace.
He now got off lead with the
Queen of spades which I took
with the King and followed up
with the ten of spades.

NoRTH

+ A9 5

\? 8 6
0 76

West had earlier placed his
partner with the King of spades,
thinking me to hold the hearts,
and had intended to leave East to
cope with spades whilst he held
on to diamonds. He was now
made suddenly aware of the position and he recovered well by
ducking without a flicker. I was
thus left with a difficult decision:
if I allowed the ten to run and
East held the Jack I should be
defeated, throwing away the advantage so hardly gained. On
the point of cashing my winners
and contenting myself with the
game, it occurred to me that, if
West really had Qxx in spades
and intended to assign that suit

+ 10
WEST

EAST

• QJ3
\?A 7
0 10 8 2

•

8764

\? K
05

·- ··-

10 2

SOUTH

+ K 10 2

\? J 3
0 AQ9

"My contract was now assured
but that was no better than would
be achieved by other declarers
who took the right view in clubs.
Could I make an overtrick? First
I had to decide what to throw on
the ten of clubs. To part with a
28

to his partner's protection, would
he not have discarded a small
spade on the ten of clubs rather
than the seven of hearts? It was
a slender clue but, needing points,
I persuaded myself that such
would be the cas•e and allowed the
ten of spades to run. Three
rounds of diamonds followed,
West being again thrown in and
forced to concede the last trick to
dummy's Ace of spades."

leads, your weakest suit; a sort of
double-barrelled kill."
"Yes," I agreed contentedly.
"Though I think perhaps boxing
provides a better analogy; a feint
with the left followed by a
right-- ."
I checked quickly but too late.
" I know," she cried triumphantly, "Hook! Come on now,
you promised."

"Nice work," she approved.
" It's interesting that the two
decisive plays were both heart

"Now I wonder," she mused
happily, "would that be the best
place for it after all? Perhaps-."

Pla~'ing

I threw in the sponge.

the Percentages

by ALAN TRUSCOTT

nicians, but the happy gamblers
who always take a finesse because
even-money looks like attractive
odds are welcome to have a go.
There is no entry fee.

In each of the: following problems more than one reasonable
line of play is .available. There
are three parts to each problem.
Part (a) is simply to select the
best line of play. This is compulsory for all readers who wish
to qualify as good practical
players.

Part (c) is for bridge mathematicians only, and they are
required to estimate the percentage expectancy of their chosen line
of play. I am not insisting on the
exact percentage but am giving
a fairly wide range, to allow for
minor calculating errors by the
reader or the writer.
Most of these situations have
been published somewhere before,

Part (b) is, eq[ually simply, to
state whether you regard your
chosen line of pllay as: (i) clearly
the best; or (ii) a close decision,
with another line of play being
almost equally 1good. This part
is intended for advanced tech29

accompanied by incomplete or
plainly inaccurate analysis. With
one exception the writers can
remain in guilty anonymity.

North leads the Jack of spades
against West's contract of Six
Hearts. There has been no opposing bidding. How should West
plan the play?

Problem I.
WEST

. A432
(declarer)

Problem 4.

EAST

WEST

• Q 10 9 8
(dummy)

This situation has been discussed many times-but are you
quite sure that you know the
correct answer? With plenty of
entries in both hands, how should
you play to make three tricks in
a no trump contract? There are
no significant clues from the
bidding or play to date.
Problem 2.
WEST

EAST

• 73
<:/A J 10 4 2
0 A6
• A9 53

+ AQ
<:/KQ8
OKQJ3
. KJ64

Answers

Problem 1. There are four
possible lines of play. Taking
first the most obvious line, many
bridge writers have indicated that
it is a dreadful and criminal error
to lay down the Ace, but in fact
it is not as wrong as they suggest.
When followed by the finesse of
the ten, it loses only if the righthand opponent has both honours
and at least one small card, or
has doubleton Jack. T he chance
of right-hand opponent's having
both the honours is 24 per cent
(not 25 per cent, because split
honours are slightly more likely).
Out of that 24 per cent the play
still succeeds if the King-Jack are

North leads the ten of diamonds against West's contract of
Seven Hearts. When West plays
trumps, the right-hand opponent,
South, proves to ·have four trumps
and North a singleton. How
should West plan the play. ?

a

Problem 3.
WEST

EAST

+ A
<:/AQJ109752
OAJ
. K2

+ Q63
<:/83
0Q75
. A9865

EAST

+ AKQ3
• 642
<:/AKQ2
<:/754
OAQ
087542
• 6 54
. KQ
North leads the two of clubs
against West's contract of 3NT.
South wins with the Ace and
returns the three, from which it
can be assumed that the clubs are
divided four-four. There has
been no opposing bidding. How
should West plan the play?
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bare. But in the remaining 76 per
cent the play fails in each of three
doubleton Jack cases and the
final expectancy is about 69 per
cent. As this is better than one
might have thought, readers who
chose this line of play can score
five points out of ten.
The second possibility is to
lead the Queen from dummy,
with a view to taking two finesses.
This would be the right play if
there were reason to think that
the left-hand opponen.t was short,
as you might pick: up the singleton
Jack and make all four tricks.
Three tricks are made unless the
left-hand opponent has both honours, and the play has a straight
76 per cent chance. It scores
eight points out of ten.
The third and orthodox play is
to lead the ten :from dummy to
take two finesses. This is better
than leading the Queen because
it caters for the extra 2 per cent
chance that the right-hand opponent is void. This play has a
78 per cent chance and scores
nine points out olf ten.
The fourth play is unorthodox:
it is to lead low from the Ace with
the primary intention of finessing
the ten. If this loses to the Jack
you can run the Queen later from
dummy. On the face of it this
play loses whenever the King is
on the left and the Jack is on the
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right, which happens 26 per cent
of the time. Allowing for the
possibility of a singleton King
on the left, the basic chance is
77 per cent. But to this we have
to add a sizeable profit for the
occasions on which the play
catches the left-hand opponent
napping with a doubleton King.
How many of your opponents do
you think would play low without
a flicker in this position? Mighty
few, I suspect, although it is
undoubtedly the right play. If
North thinks for even two seconds
you've got him, provided you are
quietly observant.
Even if you only catch North
napping on half of the occasions
when he has a doubleton King,
you have an extra 5 per cent, giving a total of 82 per cent. The
occasional extra profit from a
player hesitating with a trebleton
King can be balanced against the
occasional loss when North hesitates slightly with + KJxx, causing
you to play the Queen.
Take ten points for this play.
If you thought of it and rejected
it because all your opponents are
superb defenders, you can still
take ten if your actual answer was
to lead the tenspot from dummy.
But I refuse to award a bonus
point for your brazen mendacity .
Incidentally, if the left-hand
opponent hesitates and eventually

turns out to hold the Jack and WEST
EAST
not the King you can start an • 7 3
+ AQ
ugly scene by bellowing for the ~A J 10 4 2
~KQ8
tournament director. You can 0 A6
0 KQJ3
quote paragraph 3(k) from the + A9 53
+ KJ64
Proprieties ("an unnecessary hesiClearly West must try to collect
tation . . . which may deceive the his thirteenth trick in one of the
opponents") and paragraph 3(n) black suits. The obvious line of
as well ("playing with undue play after pulling trumps is to test
delay when the play does not the clubs, hoping the Queen will
need consideration"), together
drop in one or two rounds. If
with Law 14(a) ("The Director this fails, West eventually relics
may assign an adjusted score .. . upon the spade finesse. The club
for an opponent's violation . . . of chance is about 33 per cent, so the
a Propriety."). By the time you total chance appears to be about
are through, and North has ex- 66 per cent.
plained that he was just about to
In fact this plan is somewhat
sneeze and anyway he had not
better
than it appears, because of
seen you play your card, and has
what
is
already known about the
quoted Propriety 6 (" . . . inferopposing
hands.
North has
ences from an opponent's gratushown
up
with
a
singleton
heart
itous hesitation . . . are drawn at
therefore
more
likely
to
and
is
one's own risk") and the director
have
the
spade
King.
This
inhas found a good excuse for
fetching another director to give creases the prospects to 71 per
the ruling, you will be two boards cent. Score eight points for this
behind the field and have made play.
three enemies for life.
Much better, on the face of it,
is to abandon the spade possiThe answer to Part (b) of my
bility and rely on the Queen of
problem is, "close decision." For
clubs corning down in one, two
(c) any percentage from 76 to 85
or three rounds. Having drawn
is acceptable, to allow for the
trumps, West discards two clubs
imponderable psychological facfrom hand on dummy's diamonds
tor.
and then plays clubs, hoping to
Problem 2
establish dummy' s fourth club as
North bas led 010 against a winner. This is about a 73 per
Seven Hearts and South shows up cent chance, and scores nine
with four trumps.
points if you selected it.
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Notice that at first sight it is
impossible to co•mbine these two
lines of play, because of the
necessity of making a discard on
the fourth round of trumps. A
club discard from dummy commits West to the first plan, and to
discard the Queen of spades commits him to the second plan.
Nevertheless the second plan
can be improved upon. Mter
finding tlie four-one trump break
the declarer should test clubs before squeezing dummy with the
fourth round of trumps: if the
clubs break favourably he draws
the fourth trump and throws + Q
from dummy; itf, on the other
hand, South has a singleton club
he can ruff, but declarer would
have gone down anyway. The
early testing of the clubs may gain
if South shows up with + Qxxx,
for then declarer throws a club
from dummy on the fourth trump
and eventually takes the spade
finesse (a better •chance than the
squeeze possibility). Take a wellearned ten points for this play,
which represents about a 77 per
cent chance.
The answer to (b) is that the
two lines of play are fairly close.
As to (c), any percentage answer
from 70 per cent 1to 80 per cent is
acceptable as the chances are not
easy to calculate.
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Problem 3
North leads + J against West's
contract of Six Hearts.
WEST

EAST

+ A

+ Q63

~A QJI09752 ~83

OAJ
OQ75
+ K2
+ A9865
A very well-known authority
recommended that West should
cross to dummy's Ace of clubs
and lead a small heart to the
Queen. If this loses to the King,
the eight of hearts is an entry to
dummy to try the diamond finesse.
Thjs is certainly better than
leading the eight of hearts, but it
fails whenever the trumps split
three-nothing. (If North has the
three trumps it is easy for him to
hold up the King and deny West
re-entry to dummy.) The play
also fails whenever North has
both red Kings. The total expectation is 59 per cent, and this
scores nine points.
Unfortunately, the much less
elegant play of laying down the
heart Ace is a better chance. It
collects the singleton King of
hearts 26 per cent of the time and
it succeeds with the help of the
diamond finesse in half the remaining cases; expectancy about 63
per cent, ten points. The answer
to (b) is "another close decision,"
and for (c) the range is 60 per cent
to 65 per cent.

Problem 4

North leads the two of clubs
against West's contract of Three
No Trumps.
WFST

EAST

+AKQ3
<y>AKQ2
OAQ
+6 54

• 64 2
<y>754
087542
+KQ

The tactical consideration
underlying the choice of plays is
this: if, having won the club return at trick two, he takes a diamond finesse and it loses, the
defenders will take their club
tricks and the declarer will have
to discard either a spade or a
heart from the closed band. Thus,
on this line of play the declarer's
chances are limited to the diamond
finesse plus the possibility of a
three- three split in the major suit
which he elects not to discard.
The alternative, having won the
club return, is to test both major
suits instead of taking a diamond
finesse.
The choice between the two
plays appears easy. An evenmoney finesse is a much better
chance than a three- three split
(36 per cent), so the combination
of a finesse and a three-three split
(50 per cent plus 36 per cent of the
remainder = 68 per cent) is
better than the combination of
two three-three breaks (36 per

cent plus 36 per cent of the
remainder = 58 per cent).
This was the answer given by
a percentage specialist but it was
wrong. Unfortunately it seems
almost impossible, as some readers
will no doubt be eager to tell me,
to write about bridge percentages
without saying something which
is clearly inaccurate or at any rate
debatable.
On this hand some significant
information has been left out of
the reckoning. We know that the
clubs are divided four-four and
we also know, with virtual certainty, that North has no five-card or
longer suit; if he had, he would
surely have led it.
Once a hand is known to be
balanced in certain respects, it is
more likely to be balanced in
others. Let us work it out.
Players who do not care for
mathematical details are welcome
to skip the next four paragraphs
and to join us again when we
have emerged with the answer.
If we grant that North has no
five-card suit, his distribution
must be either 4-3-3- 3, or
4--4-4-1, or 4-4-3-2, in each case
including four clubs. I propose to
calculate the a priori chances of
these being dealt, and then to see
on what percentage of occasions
it would pay to play on both
major suits in preference to taking
the diamond finesse.
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Firstly, the 4-.3-3-3 hands. The
a priori chance of a 4-3-3-3 hand
with a specified four-card suit
(in this case, clubs) is 2.63 per
cent and, obvio1usly, the play-onboth-majors willl succeed here.
Secondly, the 4-4-4-1 hands
on which the play will, equally
obviously, fail, because neither
major suit brea:ks evenly for the
declarer. The a priori chances of
a particular 4-4--4-1 shape is
0.75 per cent and there are three
such shapes which include a fourcard club suit. But in each case
North might have led from one of
three suits, so we divide again by
three and the final expectation of
these 4-4-4-1 cases is simply
0. 75 per cent.
Finally, the 4-4-3-2 hands.
There are six such hand patterns
which include a four-card club
suit and the a priori chance of
each is 1.8 per cent, giving a total
of 10.8 per cent.. But on half of
these hands North would lead
his other four-c:ard suit, so that
brings it down tto 5.4 per cent. In
two-thirds of the hand patterns
there is a three-card major suit,
and the platy-on-both-majors
would therefore :succeed on 3.6 per
cent of occasions.
Totalling these percentages gives
a winning expectation of 6.23 out
of a possible 8.78, which is 71 per
cent, for the play-on-both-majors.

Since the alternative play of
finessing the diamond gave only
a 68 per cent chance, the play-onboth-majors appears to be the
winner, but before awarding
points we must remember that the
knowledge that North has no
five-card suit affects the chances
of the diamond finesse play also.
Calculation along the same
lines shows that the total chance
of the finesse-play is boosted from
68 per cent to 73 per cent. But
these intricate calculations do not
take account of one practical
bridge factor: there is a better
chance for the defenders to go
astray if the play-on-both-majors
fails than if the finesse-play fails.
If both majors break four- two,
West can exit and hope for the
best. He may come to two diamond tricks if the defenders
muddle it, especially if one defender has unwisely kept + JIO.
These possibilities cannot be
calculated but seem to me to
bridge the 2 per cent gap between
the two lines of play, both of
which therefore score nine points.
To score ten points, you have to
give both as equal choices. Obviously (b) is "a close decision,"
and the range for (c) is 67 per cent
to 76 per cent.
How did you fare in answering
the main part of each problem?
As marks were awarded for all
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reasonable lines of play, good
technicians should score over
thirty. But I shall be surprised if
anyone has scored the maximum
of forty.
If the Editor had been unwise
enough to offer prizes, he would
n,ow be in the unfortunate position of AHce after the caucus-race:
"Everybody has won, and all must
have prizes."
The last problem, incidentally,
was the only error I have been
able to spot in an entirely excellent
book on bridge mathematics:
Practical Odds at Bridge, by
Roy Telfer, which is not only
absorbing for the percentage enthusiast but also contains many

ideas and hands of interest to the
practical player. An important
topic which is clearly explained
is the way in which the bidding
and play should be influenced by
the form of scoring - rubber
bridge, pairs or team-of-four.
A limited new edition has just
appeared and can be obtained
from Roy Telfer, Moor View
House, Moor View Terrace, Plymouth. Price 25/- plus 2/- postage.
Erudite readers who reach for
writing-paper when they see anything in print about percentages
should address their remarks to
Mr. Telfer. He is much better
qualified than I am to deal with
any well-founded complaints.

One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT

September Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competition will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FIRST PRIZE
SECOND AND THIRD PRIZES
Two Guineas.
One Guinea.
Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.
Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l, to arrive not later than first post on
October 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
2+
No
4NT
2NT
No
?
South holds:+ A75 ~K732 0 10976 + 95.
What should Sou.th bid?

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone :SouTR
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
No
lNT
1+
2+
No
Dbl.
20
2+
?
South holds:+ 86532 <;:?AK O AKQ + Q64.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding bus gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST

Problem No. 6 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
1~
I+
3\;7
?
South holds:+ K ~Q4 OAKQ105 + J8532.
(a) What should South bid ?
(b) What should South bid if East
had bid Four H earts instead of Three
Hearts?

1~

Obi.
2~
30
3\:7
?
South holds:+ AQ65 ~72 <)AS + AKJ85.
What should SoUith bid?
Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Match-point pa.irs, game all, the
bidding has gone:-NORTH EAST
SoUTH
WEST
No
1~
I+
?
South holds:+ 64 ~A9 OA.QJ93 +10874.
(a) What should :South bid?
(b) What should South bid if NorthSouth were not vulnerable?
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
10
No
1\;7
Dbl.
20
?
South holds:+ Q87 ~Q986 •OA32 + K103.
What should SoUith bid?

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH EAST
SoUTH
WEST
DbI.
No
I+
?
South holds:+ K1065 ~- 09872 + Q10875.
What should South bid?

P roblem No. I! (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH

Dbl.
No
3+
Dbl.
No
No
No
South holds:+ K4 ~ 10852 OKQ74 + 642.
What should South lead?
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Your Yarborounh
will brin9 you Presti9e
By way of consolation to those players dealt a hand with
no card higher than a nine Prestige offers one of their
beautiful StainJess Steel Kitchen Tools value 12/6 for
a nominal charge of only 2/9 to cover handling, postage
and packing. There are nine tools to choose from and
any one will be sent to claimants who are members of
a bona fide Bridge Club.
Bridge Club secretaries are invited to send for a supply of
claim forms and leaflets illustrating the tools available.
Write to 'Yarborough', Home
Sales Department, The Prestige
Group Limited, 14-18 Holborn,
London, E.C.I.

Illustrated is the Prestige Slotted
Turner- one of the fine stainless
steel matching tools in the
range.

Pride 1n y our
Prestige
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home

1n your kitchen

o~ne

Hundred Up

Conducted by A L AN TRUSCOT T
August solutions: If you did not enter for the August competition, try your hand
at the problems on page 23 before reading how the experts voted.
The panel for the August competition
consisted of the following thirteen
experts: M. Buckley, A. Dormer,
G. C. H. Fox, A. Hiron, J. Nunes,
R. A. Priday, J. Pugh, J. T. Reese,
D. C. Rimington, C Rodrigue, and J.
Sharples, all of L01~don and the H ome
Counties; C. E. Phillips of Cheshire; and
P. Swinnerton-Dyer of Cambridge.

DORMER: " Two Clubs. Intending to
continue by bidding and rebidding
spades. If partner is hopeless we can
stop in Three Spades, and that should
not be bad. The alternatives to Two
Clubs could well result in a missed
game or a wrong denomination."
The arguments of the middle-of-theroad doublers did not vary greatly.
This was a fair sample:SHARPLES: " D ouble. This is best
here, with the spade jump in reserve.
There is really no other satisfactory
bid: Two Spades would be a gross
underbid and Four an unnecessary
gamble."

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vuloerable, the bidding hats gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
t+
?
South holds:+ AQJ964 <;?AKQ6 085 + 3.
What should So~1th bid?
Answer: Double, 10; Two Clubs, 7;
Four Spades, 5; One Spade, 4.
The panel's vote: 8 for Double; 3 for
Two Clubs (D ormer, Hiron and R odrigue); 1 for Four Spades (Priday);
J for One Spade ('Pugh).
The panel unanimously rejected a
bid of Two Spades, an underbid which
might well end the auction. There is
rather more to be said for One Spade.
At the other ext1reme:
PRIDAY: " F our Spades. A sensible
practical bid which will usually gain.
The opponents may not be able to
judge the need to sacrifice. If they do
go to Five Clubs I can double and leave
the next move to partner."
The three supporters of Two Clubs
were a ll agreed th:at the bidding could
stop short of game.

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South
able, the bidding has gone:SolJTH WEST
NORTH
No
2+
No
2<:;?

J+

J+

vulnerEAST
No
No

?
South holds:+ Q <;?KJ2 0K7 + KQJ09532.
What should South bid ?
Answer: Three Clubs, JO; Three
Diamonds, 9; 2NT or Three Hearts, 8;
Four Clubs or 3NT, 5.
The panel's vote: 4 for Three Clubs;
2 for Three Hearts (Reese and Sharples);
2 for 2NT (Pugh and Rimington); 3 for
Three Diamonds (Buckley, Hiron and
Phillips); 1 for 3NT (Dormer); 1 for
Four Clubs (Fox).
Ouch! When I set this, I was doubtful about the problem for the wrong
reason. I was afraid the panel would
divide themselves into two or three
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obvious groups, thus giving high marks
to all the solvers. Instead they came
up with six different answers, leaving
out one which I had expected, and
leaving me with an impossible headache in the marking.
Although right at the pessimistic end
of the line, the Three Club group have
been given top billing. Perhaps they do
not deserve it, but who does?
R ODRIGUE: "Three Clubs. Fortunately we are vulnerable and partner
may well ask himself why I did not
open Three Clubs (which I would have
done without my outside honours).
Not vulnerable, I might have to bid
Four Clubs or Three Diamonds- not
a thought I relish on an ace less hand."
The point about the vulnerabilitYTs
a good one. A suit which is bid three
times is likely to be a 7- timer, and a
borderline opening with a 7- timer is a
vulnerable Three bid. North-South are
vulnerable, and therefore Three Clubs
portrays a sound opening.
SwtNNERTON-DYER: "Three Clubs.
Of course 3NT may be on, but I see no
way of finding out whether partner has
the right cards-and it can go a Jot off
if he hasn' t. Four Clubs could only lead
to Five Clubs, which would need a lot
of luck."
Three thoughtful panelists came up
with an ingenious answer which I
suspect the others did not consider.
BucKLEY: "Three Diamonds. A bid
which may attract some sneers, and is
admittedly dangerous outside the Platonic heaven of 100 UP. But it is true,
whatever the back-to-nature boys may
say, that we do not know whether the
hand will produce game, nor in what
denomination. Three Diamonds shows
that the hand has been much improved
by partner's bidding, but leav!!5 the
decision to him. It says I can't have

much in diamonds, or I would bid no
trumps, but equally I must be prepared to play 3NT or I would bid, say,
Four Clubs."
HJRON: "Three Diamonds. A 'delayed reverse.' The bid implies an
ability to stand a club preference, and
if partner is 5- 5 in the majors he can
rebid Three Hearts- still below 3NT."
PHILLIPS: "Three Diamonds. A conventional fourth-suit bid which leaves
open three game possibilities. If partner
rebids his spades we will pass and hope
just to make. 2NT is unsatisfactory, as
3NT is unlikely unless North has a
diamond stop himself."
Pugh and Rimington both wanted
to make forward-going bids, but evidently did not consider Three D iamonds.
If their 2NT is passed it is hardly likely
to be the right contract, and I am even
less attracted by the following unilateral
contribution:
DoRMER.: "Three No Trumps. I
don' t go overboard for this answer (It
drowns me. A.T.) but partner's Two
Hearts suggests that he has not lost
hope of game and we have a point to
spare and an extra club."
Another convert to Three Diamonds,
I suspect. Finally, one confident backto-nature boy (Buckley's phrase):REESE: "Three Hearts. I am still
dizzy from reading of the 77 per cent
who passed with similar values in July
Problem 4. It is ridiculous to pass these
forward-going bids when one is not in
the least stumped for a bid.''
Less confident:SHARPLES: "Three Hearts. There is
no real answer as any forward move is
speculative. At the table and depending
on how the cards were running I might
decide to settle for a part score, but as
an academic problem the hand is a little
too good for Three Clubs or a pass.''
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Problem No. 3 (20 points)
l.M.P. scoring, Jove all, the bidding
bas gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
1~
?
South holds:+ AQ105 ~- ¢ •K74 + AKQJ43.
(a) D o you agree with South's opening bid of One Club? If not, what
alternative do you p,r efer?
(b) What should South bid now?
Answer to (a) : A~:ree with One Club,
JO; Prefer Two Clubs, 3.
The panel's vote: 12 agree with One
Club; 1 prefers Two Clubs (Phillips).
Almost all the panel agreed that this
was very nearly but not quite a Two
Club bid.
DoRMER: "Agree: with One Club.
Two Clubs wou ld not be wrong, and it
is tr ue that One O)ub will sometimes
be passed all round. Butt this defect is
more than offset by the fact that after
a One Club opening and a free response
it will be possible to describe the hand
more dramatically. It frequently happens that the player who opens with a
modest bid attains greater heights than
the one who opens with a shaded Two
bid and then holds back."
Several panelists )preferred One Club
because the suit was clubs. One, however, produced that as the reason for
preferring the forcintg bid:
PHILLIPS: "Two Clubs. It will be
difficult to indicate our strength after
a mere One-bid. Pa,r tner will allow for
the fact that a Two Club bid based on a
club suit may not have the regulation
five honour tricks."
The original Aco;>) book gave the
sequence Two Clubs·-Two DiamondsT hree Clubs as representing an Acol
Two-bid in clubs, but hardly anyone
knows this, let alon•e. plays it.

I+

Answer to (b): Two Hearts, JO;
Double, 7; One Spade, 4.
The panel's vote: 8 for Two Hearts;
4 for D ouble (Hiron, Reese, Rimington
and R odrigue); 1 for One Spade (Fox).
Out on a lonely limb:
Fox : "One Spade. Partner may be
able to raise spades even with a weak
hand. If he has four spades, game
should be possible. The alternative is
Two Hearts which would, of course,
imply a spade holding, but partner
might bid diamonds."
But if partner has two black doubletons and nine red cards he may let you
sweat in One Spade, and that will not
be good.
Reese looked briefly at One Spade,
Two Clubs and Three Clubs in the hope
of a tactical success, but did not mention
Two Hearts. He doubles.
Several of the Two Heart bidders
objected to t he double because they
feared a penalty pass by North. Hiron
answered that:H IRON: "Double. Over a response
of Two Diamonds, I can rebid my clubs.
A penalty pass by partner is unlikely,
for with a strong enough heart holding
he would have dredged up One Heart in
response to my opening bid.
The majority group had some good
arguments to offer.
P uGH: " Two Hearts. T he hand has
grown even better now that partner is
Jess likely to have heart honours. There
will be a play for Four Spades opposite
+Jxxx and nothing."
I would prefer +J9xx. On a heart
lead you need to play + Q at the second
trick in order to ruff the next heart
with + A and overtake the 10.
SwJNNERTON-DYER: "Two Hearts.
Better than a double, since partner gets
an immediate impression of our strength .
Thi$ will be necessary, since West is
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likely to raise the hearts pre-emptively.
1f partner is to be asked to come in
with Three Spades over Three Hearts
on + Kxxx, he will need a ll the reassurance he can get."
I seem to remember a hand from the
1961 trials in which Swinnerton-Dyer's
partner made a sensational vo id-showing
bid at the Three-level at a highly unsuitable moment. I am pleased to see that
th.is player, having reached a position
of high trust and responsibility, has
learned discretion:DoRMER: "Two Hearts. As an expartner of Britain's leading exponent of
void-showing bids 1 am naturally
tempted to bid T hree Hearts. But that
should be reserved for a 4-0-4-5, and
here it may be expedient to leave space
for a club rebid. Also, Three Hearts will
discourage 3NT, which should be on if
North has a heart trick."
An effective tilt at a windmi ll which
was not even on the horizon for the
rest of the panel.

PHILliPS: " Two Spades. At the
part-score everyone may be bidding on
flimsy values but we should not rely on
being able to defeat Two Hearts. The
normal rule in this situation is that the
cue-bid should be in the suit last bid by
opponents, but here partner should
recognise that we cannot afford Three
Hearts, forcing him to bid a minor suit
at the level of Four."
Two Spades actually attracted the
attention of our nudist-sorry, back-tonature-panelist, but was passed over.
REESE : "Three Clubs. With a couple
of Aces you cannot go far wrong in
this, and of course you will be well
placed to double any further advance
by the opponents. The disadvantage of
Two Spades (to attract 2NT) is that you
won't have enough in spades to play no
trumps."
T he Three Club bid attracted a
vigorous comment from one who may
consider himself lucky that his captain
will not see it until the Lebanon Championships are over:
SWINNERTON : DYER: "Two No
Trumps. This is in principle natural;
but partner is likely to withdraw into
an attractive minor suit if he has one.
Three Clubs would be a revolting bid
for a number of reasons. It is not a suit.
Defence seemed attractive to the
remaining panelists. Of the three
doublers, H iron was also prepared to
punish a withdrawal to Two Spades,
but Pugh proposed then to try Three
Clubs. There is also a case for passing:BucKLEY: "No Bid. You don't mind
defending Two Hearts, and if West
reverts to spades you can reconsider.
One should not crash into the auction
too rapidly, despite the part-scoreindeed because of it, since partner's
double may be shaded."

Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all and both
sides have a 60 part-score, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
DbI.
No
2\?
?
South holds:+ A72 \?986 OA95 + 10987.
What should South bid?
Answer: 2NT, 10; No Bid, 9; Double,
8; Two Spades, 6; Three Clubs, 5.
The panel's vote: 4 for 2NT; 3 for
No Bid (Buckley, Priday and Rimington); 3 for Double (Dormer, Hiron and
Pugh); 2 for Two Spades (Phillips and
Rodrigue); l for Three Clubs (Reese).
A bewildering variety of choices.
Even the best partners have been known
to pass ambiguous cue-bids, but if this
does not scare you the clever choice is:

I+
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THE
CARD PLAYERS
DIARY
This little book, written by
today's leading players,
contains articles on Bridge,
Poker and Chemin de Fer.
T he contents will help you
to gain the maximum
advantage from your skill
and will certainly increase
your enjoyment of these
games. Bound in red or
blue fine grain leather the
Diaries are available at
8/6d. including postage
from the Editor and Publisher.

BERGER, Diary Dept.
1st Floor, IS Ap pold St., London, E.C.2

The general view was that North
might be contesting with a minimum
shapely hand and South should not
hang him. Neither 3NT nor Five
Diamonds seem within reach, although
four panelists were wil li ng to try.
PuGH: "Three No Trumps. The only
alternative to a pass, which might be
right. Partner is not barred from
removing 3NT, which should succeed
if he has a few right cards and my
spades are a double stop."
If South acts at all, 1 rate this best:BuCKLEY: " Three Spades. Hoping
that partner can bid 3NT on, for
example, a singleton + Q. He should
be able to read my hand well, since I
could have passed Three Diamonds or
given simple preference. Instead 1 have
made a strong forward move, but one
which invites him to choose the contract."

P roblem No. 5 (10 points)
Match - point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

1\?
INT
No
30
?
South holds:+ K1053 \?J9 <) 10532 . KQ7.
What should South bid?
Answer: No Bid, 10; Three Spades, 6;
3NT, 5; Four Diamonds, 4.
The panel's vote: 9 for No Bid; l for
Three Spades (Buckley); 2 for 3NT
(Pugh and Rimington); I for Four
Diamonds (Fox).
I though I might persuade some
match-point fanatics to try Three Hearts
in the hope of scoring 140 instead of
130, but that fish dtid not bite. T hose
who considered the point rejected it with
varying degrees of e:mphasis.
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Problem No. 6 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:SoUTH
WESr
NORTH
EAST
No
No
No
No
No
No
3NT
2~
?
South holds:+ K83 ~AJ10982 <)765 + 7.
(a) Do you agree with South's response of Two Hearts?
(b) What should South bid now?
Answer to (a): Agree with Two Hearts,
10; Prefer Three Hearts, 5; Prefer Two
Spades, 4.
The panel's vote: JO agree with Two
Hearts ; 2 prefer Three Hearts (Hiron
and Priday); 1 prefers Two Spades
(Swinnerton-Dyer).
As the question-paper inadvertently
omitted the usual sentence about preferring an alternaiive, any lazy or
cunning solvers who have simply
answered '"No" will be credited with a
lucky 5 points.
Two Hearts was automatic for most
panelists, but the spade fit and the
strong hearts made Three Hearts a
possibility. Nunes rejected this on the
rather doubtful ground that South has
only seven points, while Phillips and
Sharples thought the decision close.
Certainly a missed game is possible if
North passes Two Hearts.
HIRON: " Prefer Three Hearts. Partner has either five spades or heart
support and there should be a very
reasonable play for game in one of the
majors even if he is thin."
Priday supported this choice, perhaps
influenced by the fact he does not
favour opening One Spade on a <H:ard
suit.
DORMER: "Agree with Two Hearts.
Those of us whose role in 100 UP is

I+

merely to provide a slightly out-offocus background to a striking Swinnerton-Dyer pose will await the maestro's
selection with interest."
A sweeping Pughilistic statement:PuGH: "Agree with Two Hearts.
Unquestionably yes. 1 don't believe
there is a bridge player born who would
respond anything else."
Which puts three panelists back in
the tiddlywinks school.
SWJNNERTON·DYER : " Prefer Two
Spades. This hand may be the text for
a sermon on the advantages of knowing
that partner has five spades-and I wish
that I did know. But even without this,
my duty is clear. Since I may be
making only one bid, I ought to make
the one that partner wants to hear.
After One Spade--Two Hearts-Two
Spades there may still be a game
(partner having been depressed by his
singleton heart), but 1 can hardly toil
on to Three Spades. A reasonable alternative is to bid Four Hearts over One
Spade-having passed already, this
must declare a spade fit."
Presumably on the analogy of One
Heart-One Spade- Four Hearts. But
as Three Hearts would show a spade
fit, T can imagine one of your suffering
partners reading Four Hearts as voidshowing. And if you think Four
Hearts is reasonable, the hand must
surely be worth Three Spades if partner
rebids Two Spades over Two Hearts.
Answer to (b): Four Hearts, 10.
The panel's vote: 13 for Four Hearts.
Not a good problem, I fear. lt is a
long time since the panel was irritatingly
unanimous. I hoped to tempt some into
a slam try, for twelve tricks could be on
if partner has the right cards, or to
stick in Three No Trumps for the
match-points, but neither lure was
strong enough.
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Problem No. 7 (10 points)

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SourH W.EST
NORTH EAST
2~
No
No

2+

?

read it correctly first time out, the
Ethics Committee might decide to ban
telepatbists.) I choose 2NT because it
gives more room to manoeuvre."
I consider that 3NT gives a much
more accurate representation of the
hand than Four Hearts, and to those
solvers (a brilliant minority, I suspect)
who chose 3NT, I apologise for my
cowardice in not marking 3NT top.
Swinnerton-D yer and Hiron bid 2NT
along with Buckley, this time on the
grounds that there is no hurry. The
latter pointed out that he would prefer
a heart contract eventually, because a
ruff might be needed to establish spades.
Rimington and Rodrigue bid Three
Hearts with a view to a subsequent slam
try. If their partners are equally addicted
to undescriptive bidding, their tables
must be shrouded regularly in thick
black fog.

South holds:+ 95 ~AKQJ10:5 OKS + AQJ.
What should South bid?
Answer: Four Hearts, 10; 3NT, 9;
2NT, 7; Three'Hearts, 5; T hree Clubs, 4.
The panel's vole: 5 fo'r Four Hearts;
2 for 3NT (Phillips: and Priday); 3 for
2NT (Buckley, Hiwn and SwinnertonDyer); 2 for Three Hearts (Rimington
and Rodrigue) ; 1 for Three Clubs (Fox).
The Four Heart brigade want to
show the solid suit,, reckoning that any
further move could come from partner.
I set this hand (board 55 from the
G.B. v. North America 1962 World
Championship match) with the idea
that 3NT was a muc:h better bid.
PRIDAY: "Three No Trumps. A Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game all, the bidding
stand-out. Nobody in their senses
has
gone:would bid anything: else."
SouTH WEST
NORTH EAST
Which automatically awards a certilNT
ficate of sanity to:-No
3NT
No
No
PHILLIPS: " Three No Trumps. This
No
shows the additional playing strength,
South holds:and, at the same time, suggests a solid
+Kl0874 ~Q72 OAJ7 +QS.
suit, since without one we would have
What should South lead?
been more likely to make the simple
Answer: Four of spades, 10; Eight of
rebid of Three Hea1rts."
spades, 8 ; Seven of spades, 4.
Or 2NT. Also,. of course, 3NT
The panel's vote: 7 for Four of spades;
makes it clear to North that there are 3 for Eight of spades (Dormer, Priday
not two quick lose~rs in an unbid suit, and Reese); 3 for Seven of spades (Fox,
which Four Hearts does not convey.
Hiron and Pugh).
One panelist app21rently rejected 3NT
A few panelists looked suspiciously
because it is Joo good a bid:
round to see if they could make a case
BUCKLEY: "Two No Trumps. Norm- for some improbable short-suit lead,
ally it is routine to rebid in no trumps but were forced to admit that they
to show an aU-round hand; this time could not. The point is simply that
one would like also to show the solid North's hand must be virtually dead, so
hearts. (In future, 3NT might convey the information conveyed by a convenboth these characteristics, but if North tional lead will be of little value to
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North but of considerable value to East.
A false card is therefore in order.
NUNES: "Four of spades. Partner,
with 2 or 3 points at the most, can have
little interest in the proceedings and we
can afford to deceive him. But it may
be profitable to persuade declarer that
I have only a 4-card spade suit. If I
make the norma l lead of the seven
declarer may try to keep me out of the
lead and take every finesse against me,
and he will, of course, be right."
That was the popular argument.
Slightly more subtle:REESE: "Eight of spades. There is
room for East to have 3 or 4 points and
insufficient grounds, therefore, for leading + K on the slender chance of
pinning a singleton honour. After the
lead of the eight declarer may duck a
trick to an outside Queen or Jack in
NoJ th 's hand, not realising the spade
situation."
DORMER: "Eight of spades. The maio
hope is that partner has + Q or + J, in
which case he will have little or nothing
else and will give his all at trick one.

Thus, as an intellectual force he is
expendable and we can try to mislead.
The eight is better than the four because
declarer may take it that we have few
high cards, having apparently led a
short suit."
There was one serious defender of
orthodoxy:
H rRON: "Seven of spades. Yes, I
know partner has very little in the way
of points, but even pointless partners
have to decide whether to discard a
small heart from !Oxxx or a small club
from !Oxxx, and an accurate count of
at least one suit can be helpful."
Some players manage to face one
way and strike a low blow in a completely different direction, as in this
sample from Buckley: "Since this feature
is supposed to bear some tenuous relation to events at the table, any answer
except a spade should be expunged
from the records."
After I promoted him to the dignified
status of panelist, too. Perhaps he is
still sore at heiog deprived of his regular
prize mo~y income.

RESULT OF AUGUST COMPETITION
The lead problem usually goads both solvers and panelists into wild flights of
fancy. This month the solvers confined themselves a lmost entirely to the spade
suit, but every possible spade was selected. The lead of the Ki ng, with the idea of
dropping the Q ueen or Jack in dummy, was not a good idea; it could easily block
the suit if North happened to have a doubleton honour. A few solvers selected
the ten with mysterious motives.
Max. 100
Winner
92
P. VAN WEEREN, Oppenheimstaat 29, Leideo, Holland
Second and Third
J. H AGGSTROM, Vedensgatao 43, Bor~s. Sweden
89
D. H. KING, 11 Valonia Gardens, London, S.W.18
88
O ther leading scores: F. v. KIMMENADE, 87; J. E. BoRRELL, R. GRAHAM, 83;
R. M. SHEEHAN, 82; J. H IBUERT, 81; J . K. KROES, A. A. PESCOTT·0AY, MRS. T.
SIMONS, 80.
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Directc•ry of E.B.U. Affiliated
Clubs
BERKSHIRE
• READING BRIDGE Ct~tiB. 3S Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. Readaug S2136. Hon. S«.
C. T. Holloway, Silakes 3d. Partnership.
first Saturday Evening •each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon euch month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate every Monday
evenina.
HANTS
BoUREmiOU"IH. GROVE ROAD BRlDGE CLUBEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road, Bournemouth 24311. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thu~rs. and Sat. all., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SOUTHAMPTON, SUTHERLAND BRIDGE CLU2 Rockstone Place. TeL: 2S291 or 736S6. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes 2d. Partnership:
Tues. eve. and Wed. all. Cut·in: Mon. and Fri.
all., Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sept. to May).
WESSEX CLu_J..in,:lsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Boumemoutb.
Westboume 640341.
Hon. S«., The SecreULry. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnership, 6d. Mon. an. and Wed. evening
2d. Partnership Tues. an. and Friday aft.
Duplicate I st, 2nd and 4th Friday evening in each
month.
HERTS
HODDESDON BRlDGU CI.U-High Street,
Hoddesdon. Hoddesclon 3813. Hon. S«.
W. Lamport. Stakes 3•d. Partnership, alternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANJtUN, CRA!GMORE BRlDGE CL~Howard
Road, Shanklin, l.W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec., J. S. Danby. Stakes 24. Duplicate Mon.
(Oet. to May). Partnership, Tues. and Fri.

KENT

WEST KENT CLu-1:2 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbridla e Wells 21513. Hon.
Sec., R. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnership, Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri. 3d.
Duplicate, lsi and 3rd l)at. (2.1 S).
SIDCUP-Sidcup Bridae Club, Sidcup Golf
Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup. Hon. S«., Mrs.
W, Davis, 24 Carlton Road, Sidcup. Telephone:
FOO 1868. Stakes 3d. Partnerships Mon.,
Wed., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
LANCS
LlvERPOOL-Liverpocol Bridge Oub, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel.: Royal 8180.
Hon. S«., Mrs. H . T. Halewood. PartnershipS
roNlo~ afternoon. )[)uplicate Mon. evening.
GRAND SLAM BRJOOII CLUB-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. T el.: Pad 6842:. Stakes 1/- and 2/-.
Partnership Evenings Mondays and Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty pairs (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty lndi vidual (£20) 2nd Sunday

afternoons. TUITION.
MAYFAIR BRO>GE Srumo-110 Mount Street,
W.l. (2nd floor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
fl. Pontina. Stakes 1/· and 6d. Part.n ership Sun.,
Wed. eveninas 6d., Mon. afternoon 6d. Fri.
evening If-. Duplicate pairs 1st and 3rd Thursday everunas 7.30, 2nd Sun. afternoon, teams
2nd and 4th Sat. eveningS.
STUDIO BRIDGE CLu-18a Queens Way,
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay S749. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 2/-, 1/· aod 6d. Partnership Mon. a.n d Fri. eveninas.
MIDDLESEX
HIOHOATE BRIDGE Ct..u&-80 Highgate West
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. See., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday

NnJ,f;~g~~nings.

NOTT1NOH.UC BRlDGE CLu-..ot Mansfield
Road, Nottingham 6S99S. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
H ammond.) Half way bouse for Sunday matches.
Duplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 7p_.m.
SURREY
HEArn BRO>GE Ct..uo.-Tbe Heath, Weybridge. Weybridge 3620. Hon. sec. C. G. Aingel"'
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat.
eve. 3d. and 1/-. Partnership Tues. aft. and eve.,
Fri. aft. Duplicate Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition
by Alan Truscott available.
BoGNOR CLu-2 Sudley Road, Bognor Regis.
(Bridae section). Cut in, Mon., Tues .. Thurs., Fri.
and Sat . afternoons. Fri. eveninjl. Partnership,
Wed. afternoon and Tues. evenona. Duplicate,
the first Tues. afternoon in each month. Stakes 3d.
SUSSEX
HORSHAM BRlDGE CL~22A East Street,
Horsham, Sussex. Horsham 4921 or 2078.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. M. E. Binn<;Y, 7A Bishopric.
Horsham. Stakes 3d. Partnersrup, Sun., Thurs.
eve., Wed., Fri. an. Duplicate Tues. eve.
Cut-i.n Mon., T hurs. , Sat. aft.
WHfTEHALL RESIDENTIAL BIUDOE Ct..tl11/12 Howard Square, Eastboume, Eastboume
4544. S«. Miss 1. Ftdler. Stakes 2d. and 3d.
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. an., Wed. al'-1 Sat.
evening. Duplicate Sunday.
WARWICKSHIRE
HEA'I'HERCROFT BRlDG!> CLua-2 Pebble Mill
Road, Birminaham S. SELiy Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Mon. aft., and as
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.
YORKS
LEEDS BRlDGB CLUB Lro.-Moortown Corner
House, Leeds 17. Leeds 681S71. Ron. Sec.,
Mr. R. Dorsey. Duplicate Tues. and Thurs.
Visitors Welcome. Open each day until rnidniabt
except Friday. Rubber Bridge every night,

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hon. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
listed in thiis Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertiisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.
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CLASS IF! ED ADVERTI SEMENTS
5/- per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARROW
HARROW BJUOGE Ct.UB-16 Nortbwick Park
Road, Harrow, Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evemna.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIOOE CLua-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/· and 2/6,
5/- and I 0/-. Partnership evenings Mondays and
Thursdays. Visitors welcome. Duplicate Pairs
(Bounty £25) Tuesday weekly. 'Rummy' all
nigbt games.

MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQUJSlTIES

WALLETS-better tban boards at less than half
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETTE £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W, B. Tallow, 2 Roseberry Court, LLANDUDNO

Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips,

~sil~~tt ~~d:;~.:s·~!~c~ RMo~E~e!!,'¥nb.?R~~

for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

TUITION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to improve
your same. Tuition, practice classes and lectures
all under personal supervision: aiso pnstal course,
The London School of Bridge, 38 King's Road,
London, S.W.3. KENsington 7201.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship guidance. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coachina. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount
Street, London, W.l, or 'phone GRO 2844.

Diary of Events
Sept. 22- 23

22-23
30
Oct. 12-15
19- 21
19-21
26-28
Nov.
2-4
17-18
17- 18
24-25
Dec.
1-2
8
15-16
4-6
18-20
Feb.
2- 3
2- 3

Jan.

8-9
15- 17
22- 25
Mar. 9-10
April 26-28

1962
F IRST CAMROSE TRIAL ...
N.E.B.A. CoNGRESS
Fox-SHAMMON TROPHY
E .B.U. AUTUMN CoNGRESS
WEST OF ENGLAND CONGRESS ...
DERBYSHIRE CONGRESS ...
ST. D UNSTAN'S CONGRESS
N .W.C.B.A. CONGRESS...
CAMROSE- ENGLAND v. N. IRELAND .. .
SECOND CAMROSE TRIAL
MASTER'S l NDtVJOUAL ...
TOLLEMACHE Cut• HEATS
YOUNG PLAYERS PAJRS
RICHARD LEDERER CUP
1963
MIDLAND COUNTI£S CoNGRESS
WHITELAW CuP
MASTERS PAIRS ...
RESTRIC'I'ED PAIRS AND CoUNTY
MASTERS PALRS
DAILY TELEGRAPH CUP
CROYDON CONGRESS
SPRING FOURSOMES
PORTLAND PAIRS
LoNDON CONGRESS
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Nat. Lib. Club
Zetland Hotel, Saltburn
Nat. Lib. Club
Grand, Eastbourne
Grand Atlantic, Weston
New Bath, Matlock
Craiglands, llkley
Norbreck, Blackpool
N. Ireland
Midland Hotel, Manchester
London
Regional
Regional
Nat. Lib. Club
Droitwich
Grand, Eastbourne
Victoria Halls, London
Raven Hotel, Droitwich
Waldorf Hotel
Croydon
Grand, Eastbourne
East bourne and I lkley
Empire R ooms

For the Bridge Player ...

BRJDGE SET (8351) fitted with two packs of single colour backed
playing cards, score cards, pencils, Win/ Lose cards and pocket
edition '''Laws of Contract Bridge." Retail price 17/6d.
BRIDGE P UBLICATIONS
"Laws of Contract Bridge (1948)"
"Laws of Duplicate Bridge (1949)"

Retail price 3/ 6d.
Retail price 2/6d.

BRIDGE SCORJNG BLOCK (BR.4225) with the International
Laws of Contract Bridge scoring table issued by De La Rue,
official publishers to the Portland Club. Retail price 1/6d. each.
STA,TIONERS DIVISION
THOMAS DELA RUE &CO. LT0.,92MTOOLESEXSTREET, LONDON. E. I

